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Students Stuff Six Busses with Gifts for Children
PR’s annual Stuff-A-Bus toy collection ended on December 4th. Toys were collected at each school in the district, and were
collected on December 5th and 6th.
Starting on November 25th, anybody could donate. These donations benefitted the Marines’ Toys for Tots organization
through the 96.1 KISS radio station. Student government leaders, advisers and the STA Bus Company delivered PR’s donations
to the Robinson Town Centre.
The high school got festive to encourage students to make donations. The lobby was lit up in Christmas lights and members
of student government cranked up Christmas tunes. All information and more can be found on Triblive.com

Event in Pictures…

Spotlights
Veggie Tales: Get to Know Sophomore Cale Klaff
ETHAN SILIPO STAFF REPORTER
It is not everyday that you meet
someone with the same name as a
vegetable. Although this is rare, it is not
unheard of, and freshman Cale Klaff is
living proof of this. The name “Cale”
originates from the ancient Hebrew
language. Cale’s unusual name is part of
what makes him unique and different from
others, but there is so much more about
Klaff that separates him from his peers.
Klaff is in his third year at the PR
district. He was born in Richmond,
Virginia and lived in that area until he
was 12 years old. Then, after finishing
sixth grade, Klaff moved to PR that
summer.
“Moving was stressful but I was
excited to meet new people,” said Klaff.
This year, Klaff enjoys his Intro to Tech
class because he often watches class-related
movies. On the contrary, Klaff’s biology
class with Mrs. Levan tends to be difficult
and challenging for this freshman. Cale’s
favorite day is Saturday, and he will usually
spend his Saturday hanging with friends or
using his phone. His perfect day consists of
waking up to a breakfast of waffles and
pancakes, hanging with friends, eating a

Meet Mia Cicconi
MARA HOPF STAFF REPORTER
Mia Cicconi is a freshman at PR. She is
on the golf team, yearbook staff, and
orchestra.
Before Mia came to PR, she went to
Mars and then moved here in second grade.
At first she was scared to move but making
friends was pretty easy for her, she said.
She has a younger sister named Rae, and
a dog named Jagger.
I know all of this information not just
because I am a Rampage Reporter, but also
because I’ve known her since our 8th grade
year. Hence, she is one of my friends, and
we’ve gone on lots of adventures together.
For instance, one time Mia, and fellow
freshman Alexis Ehrensberger and I
decided to walk four miles in -7 degrees on
a snow day in January last year. We actually
weren’t even supposed to walk that far, but
we got lost. We ended up at Northern Tier
Library on Dickey Road and we had to sit in
the library for 20 minutes while we tried to
figure out what to do next. Then we
decided to keep walking and tried to get to

Freshman Cale Klaff Stylin’ at
Homecoming
stack at Moe’s for lunch, then staying up
playing video games and watching movies.
Outside of school, Cale takes part in
several extracurricular activities. Klaff is a
member of Key Club, Best Buddies, Ski
Club, and Mini-Thon. He also participates
in soccer and plans to join the tennis team in
the spring, despite hardly ever playing
before. This year, Cale played varsity
soccer and enjoyed every minute of the
experience.
Target. When we got to the hill behind
Buffalo Wild Wings near Route 8, Mia fell
down the hill and froze her hands. We had
Mia run her hands under warm water while
at Target, but that made it worse, so she
cried on the floor in the Target bathroom.
There are so many other crazy stories of
Mia and me that I could share, such as the
Tyler, the Creator concert at Stage AE on
September 24, again, with our friend
Alexis. A really tall guy helped us get
closer to the stage without getting
trampled, and I know that we will all be
forever grateful for him. When we found a
nice spot, “OKRA” started. The three of us
fell into a mosh-pit, one of the scariest and
most exciting things ever. Mia, Alexis,
and I had so much fun, and are still so sad
that the fun had to come to an end.
Mia has many talents but the most
impressive is her Tiktok talent. She has
earned 25.5 thousand followers on
Tiktok. The only reason she has Tiktok is
because her friend freshman Hannah Powell
told her to get it. The second video Mia
posted ended up getting around 28k likes,
and then she gained a bunch of followers.

“All the guys are so much fun to play
with. We had some great seniors this year
and they just made it so much fun for
everyone,” said Klaff.
At home, Klaff lives with one sibling, his
sister Tali, who graduated from PR last year
and now attends Penn State and he also has
a dog named Fila. Klaff looks up to his
parents and enjoys travelling with them and
Tali. Together, the Klaff family has visited
the likes of Columbia, South Africa, Israel,
Jamaica, and more. During the holiday
season, Klaff and his family celebrate
Hanukkah together.
“We have always celebrated
Hanukkah. It's one of my favorite
family traditions and definitely my
favorite holiday,” said Klaff.
Although his name may be deceiving,
Cale Klaff is much more interesting than the
bland taste of kale and he is a man of many
talents. He even described himself as “kind,
athletic, and friendly” so if you stumble
upon this polished individual, he will surely
greet you and respond kindly and in a
friendly manner.

Mia, middle, and her friends

Since then, a few more of her Tiktoks have
blown up and she just keeps getting more
followers.

Holidays with Ethan

The Thirstiest Time of the Year

“The cranberry just adds that flavor
that Sprite has always been lacking.”

Iconic Christmas Beverage Available

-Ethan Silipo
ETHAN SILIPO STAFF REPORTER
It all started with LeBron James. Some argue that he is the
greatest basketball player of all time, and for a good
Although I have been aware of the Sprite Cranberry product
reason. LeBron is sponsored by several name brand companies for almost a year just from the commercial, I have never
like Nike, Coca Cola, and Beats. However, LeBron’s brand deal considered actually drinking it. I have always seen the drink as
with Sprite and his commercial
just part of an iconic
about Sprite Cranberry is one of
commercial, but just a few
James’s greatest moments off
days ago, I decided to try it.
the court.
It just felt right. I saw it at
The
commercial
was
Getgo and I just felt like I had
released in the winter of last
to get it, so I did. When it was
year
and
the
internet
finally time to drink it, I had
immediately turned it into a
high expectations. So after a
meme. The odd part about this
few minutes, I drank the whole
is that there was nothing really
can, and I gathered my
unique or unusually funny
thoughts and opinions on the
about the commercial.
It
soda.
featured a classic Christmas
I never really liked the
LeBron James in Sprite Cranberry Commercial
song playing and the lyrics
original Sprite; I just felt it was
were rewritten to relate to Sprite. Then, LeBron James busts too bland, but I can tell you that Sprite Cranberry is better than
through the door and asks “Wanna Sprite Cranberry?” and the original. I know the idea of cranberry sounds weird in a soda,
proceeds to celebrate the holidays with the Cranberry flavored but it works with Sprite. The cranberry just adds that flavor that
drink. That's it. Yet somehow that very commercial has become Sprite has always been lacking.
legendary across the internet, and for whatever reason, I am glad
As I close this article, I have just one query, “Wanna Sprite
that it did.
Cranberry?

Celebrating Hanukkah
ETHAN SILIPO STAFF REPORTER
Holiday break is just around the corner, and for most people
this means Christmas, the New Year, and snow. However, for the
Jewish students at PR and around the world, holiday break means
the celebration of Hanukkah.
According to History.com, “Hanukkah or Chanukah
commemorates the rededication during the second century B.C. of
the Second Temple in Jerusalem, where according to legend, Jews
had risen up against their Greek-Syrian oppressors in the
Maccabean Revolt.” Hanukkah is celebrated by lighting eight
candles on eight different days. The candles are held in a Menorah
and the eight candles symbolize the eight days that the temple
lantern burned during the battle.
Today the Jewish faith across the world celebrate Hanukkah in
The Lighting of the Menorah
their own unique fashion. This year, Hanukkah occurs between
December 22nd and December 30th. Over the course of these days,
families will rejoice and play classic games, like Dreidel, and eat traditional foods, like latkes.
“I really like the food and get to spend quality time with my family,” said freshman Cale Klaff.
Some families will even exchange gifts throughout Hanukkah. It is common to see small gifts being exchanged for the first 7
days and a big gift being exchanged on the final day.
All in all, Hanukkah is a great celebration for all cultures.

On a seriOus nOte…

Have a Holly, Jolly... Everything
Recognizing not one, but three special December Holidays
NOLAN KIRSCH SENIOR STAFF REPORTER
It is that time of the year
again: decorated pine trees,
colorful
lights,
and
inflatable
cartoony
characters are everywhere.
But, there is usually a
pattern with these different
festive items. Most of the
time, they are all Christmas
related. However, people
also celebrate holidays such
as Hanukkah and Kwanzaa.
I think it is only fair to show
some love for more than one
December holiday. Even if
you do not partake in the
celebration of Hanukkah or
Kwanzaa, odds are you have
heard of them. You might even
know some information about
them. I am here to put the
spotlight on these holidays and
go into depth on things like
how the holidays came to be
and how these holidays are
celebrated. I will be covering
Hanakkah, Kwanzaa, and
Christmas. Without further
ado, let us dive into the world
of December holidays.
Christmas- Every year on
December 25th Catholics,
Christians, and many other
branches
of
Christianity
celebrate the birth of Jesus.
They also might discuss a man
by the name of Saint Nicholas,

in 1966 by. Dr.
During this time of the year it is easy to lose yourself Karenga. Kwanzaa
is celebrated from
and stress out. Whether you are a parent worrying
the
26th
of
to
you won’t get the right toy for your kid, or a student December
January 1st. It is
stressing out about school work, just take a break,
common to partake
in dancing, singing,
and enjoy the holidays.
gifts, and a large
feast.
People
-Senior Nolan Kirsch
usually
decorate
their houses with
items such as fruits,
and his one job is to prepare fluctuate from year to year, a black, red, and green flag,
toys all year until that one and this year it is being and a Kinera, a candle holder
fateful night. At least that is celebrated from the 22nd of that holds 7 candles. Kwanzaa,
what you are told as a kid. December to the 30th. It is also just like the other holidays, is
Time goes on and you either the celebration of a miracle not all about the immaculate
start to catch onto the truth that occurred when one day’s feast and exchanging of gifts.
about Santa, or your parents worth of oil lit the Menorah It is about recognizing African
will just tell you he is not real and lasted for eight days. American culture and being
in fear that you will believe in Hanukkah
is
usually with your family.
him as a 15 year old. Once you celebrated by giving out a gift
In the end there is one
get past that stage of your life, for eight days in a row. This is recurring theme in all three of
it is virtually the same thing. obviously for the amount of these holidays. That is family.
Except, instead of Santa days the oil lasted. Hanukkah During this time of the year it
delivering the gifts, it is just is also a time to spend with is easy to lose yourself and
your parents giving you the family and friends. In the end stress out. Whether you are a
gifts. But, the gifts are not the gifts are not the main focus parent worrying you won’t get
supposed to be the center event of the holiday, it is the time the right toy for your kid, or a
of Christmas. The main entree you spend with your loved student stressing out about
is just spending quality time ones.
school work, just take a break,
with your family and friends.
and enjoy the holidays.
Kwanzaa- Kwanzaa is a Everything will work out in
Hanukkah- Hanukkah is celebration
of
African the end. Enjoy the moment and
an eight day Jewish holiday American
heritage
and be grateful. Happy Holidays,
celebrated around the world. traditional values. It was PR.
The days it is celebrated introduced in the United States

Holiday Fun
Santa: Proof That He is in Fact Real
At a young age, we are all told stories
about a man named Santa Claus. As we
all know, Santa makes his rounds on
Christmas Eve and delivers Christmas
gifts to children all around the world.
Santa has the hardest job in the world,
due to the fact that he has to account
for about seven billion people and
their gift needs. For mostly everyone,
when you grow to a certain age you
stop believing in Santa. However, I
am going to prove why Santa really
does exist.
First, on Christmas Eve, it is a
tradition to set out cookies and milk
for Santa. After asking countless
amounts of people, they all have said that
every single time they wake up on
Christmas morning, the cookies are gone.
So, if Santa really wasn’t real, who eats
all the cookies?

NICK GUIDAS SENIOR STAFF REPORTER
Second, how do you think the gifts get
Third, it seems that every kid gets
under the tree? If your parents were what he or she want on Christmas, unless
hiding your gifts in your house, it is very unreasonable.
somewhere there is no way you would not
Senior Kyle Polce stated, “Personally,
find them before Christmas morning.
I have never not gotten what I wanted for
Christmas. Every year I wake up to
the most divine cup of hot cocoa and
“As you all can see, SANTA IS
open my presents from Santa. Not
once have I been disappointed about
REAL! There is plenty of
what my man Santa has snagged me
evidence to prove that he is for
that year.”
As you all can see, SANTA IS
sure.”
REAL! There is plenty of evidence to
prove that he is for sure. We have to
-Senior Nick Guidas
start giving this guy credit for all the
hard work he does instead of telling
Senior Nolan Kirsch said, “Every
people he is fake. Here is a great quote
single year I look all over my house for
from a wise man, senior Brody Harris,
presents, but still every single year I never
“Nobody sees Santa, but that is no sign
find any, so there is no way my parents
that he is not real. Some of the most real
get me my gifts. This is why I still believe
things in the world are not seen.”
in my buddy good ole’ Saint Nick.”

How to Decorate a Christmas Tree: A Christmas Tradition
A Christmas tree is a tradition for
many families that goes down
generations. It often has pretty lights and
lots of tassels and often a star on top.
While they’re meant to be made to be
glitzy and glittery and sparkly, when is
too much? Because there is indeed such a
thing as too much. So how do you
differentiate a masterpiece from an
eyesore?
First, get a Christmas tree that’s about
5 feet tall. Not too big, not too small.
Make it a fake tree if you want to avoid
sometimes paying hundreds of dollars to

STEVEN LEMCHAK STAFF REPORTER
tree farms. Make sure it’s a nice Pine tree
shade of green for classical sake, fake
snow coating being optional, but
recommended. Give it a small red blanket
with snowflakes or a snowman on the
bottom to put the presents on. Make sure
it’s near an outlet for the lights.
Speaking of the lights, make them red,
gold, or white for color contrast. String
them going up and around the tree
clockwise. Don’t make them blink. And
then do the same with the tassels in
between the lights. Make them gold, and

Types of Christmas Lights
AMITVA PAL STAFF REPORTER
There are many different types of lights that we can use to decorate during the holiday
season. Some lights that many people use to celebrate involve incandescent and LED lights.
These lights are the most efficient in using electrical current and have long durability.
Incandescent lights used to be used but now companies are switching to LED lights since
they don’t emit heat which is safe for many people touching it. They also use less power
which results in less electricity and are brighter as well. Though they do cost more, they last
way longer. Over 100,000 hours of illumination these lights are worth it for the price. Though
they may be more reliable than incandescent lights they are also many different types of
white lights. To conserve energy when using lights outdoors or indoors you can use
automatic timers. Also use lights that use the same amount of amps with other lights which
helps use less amount of electricity. So when buying lights keep an eye on LED lights and
get lights that use the same amount of amps so you conserve energy. Happy shopping!

have them drooped a little hanging on
certain branches.
Next, give it a theme. It can be
anything. Star Wars, Frozen, Pokémon,
etc. Buy a bunch of ornaments for the tree
and hang them sporadically amongst the
branches. Make sure that no part of the
tree is barren.
And after all that, the tree just needs a
star on top. Always a star. Never anything
but a star because a star is classic.

GOT A GREAT TREE?
SEND US A PIC!
EMAIL YOUR BEST TREE
PICTURE TO ONE OF THE
RAMPAGE STAFF
REPORTERS FOR A
CHANCE TO WIN A PRIZE!
DEADLINE: DECMEBER 31

On a seriOus nOte…

Human Eyes: Insight
into Sight
JAIMEE JOSHI FREELANCE REPORTER

Some people believe that your eyes will never grow from the
size they are when you arrive in this world, to when you leave.
Others claim they grow just a bit throughout the years. Eyes take
in the whole world for people, functioning much like our own
personal cameras. The main responsibility of an eyeball is to
convert light energy from the outside into electrical nerve
impulses, and the impulses then travel up to the visual cortex in
your brain and voila! Human sight! Although we all see the
present through our different camera lenses, many people, such
as me, have more of an interest in the future, and what it holds.
What will my future hold? Will I ever see my friends
again? Will I finally get a German Shepard when I move out
of my parent’s house? Hundreds of questions overwhelm me
whenever I contemplate my future. Many people often ponder
questions similar to these. The unknowns of the future can be
extremely terrifying. When just thinking of something so
daunting, one can feel irrelevant and small. People often
question if ideas like fate and destiny are real, or if we just live
life unaffected. Do we all have a destined purpose in life, or
can we change it? Our eyes can tell pieces of our life, they
cannot express our whole story. We are unable tell our future,
only of our past. While I ponder on the future, I make goals
and try to learn lessons the past has taught me. This greatly helps
me to understand my future by breaking down what exactly I

want to achieve in my life. If a person believes in fate, I will not
insult you for having that belief. However, I hope that you do
not believe that because everyone has a purpose in life, you do
not have to do any hard work, and your success will fall right
into your lap. Some celebrities are like that, used to getting
things handed to them. Maybe they got famous for making rash
decisions or by going on Dr. Phil. Do these people really deserve
what they have? Maybe their parents had to work hard for their
money, but spoil their children. Those types of people have quite
a clear future ahead of them, filled with money and drama. Other
people may learn from the people around them and work harder
in order to achieve their desired futures. These people might not
be rewarded as much as some celebrities, even though they
should. This world can be a hard, unfair one.
Our future can be mysterious and unclear. One must face this
adversity head-on because, by living in the present, you can
know your future. Our sight can only go so far, we just have to
live to find out what comes next.

“Since we cannot change
reality, let us change the
eyes which see reality.”
-Nikos Kazantzakis

Prepare for Midterms: Steps to Success
ETHAN CROWELL STAFF REPORTER
Midterms are something that in the beginning of the year
My third tip is to make sure you sleep well before you take
seem so far away, but the days go by fast and before you know
the test. I know its cliché, but nothing is worse than getting to
it, it's Christmas, and midterms are right around the corner.
school, and having a test first period, and you have to take it in
However, even if you are not confident at all in your test taking
a brain dead state. If you are extremely tired, like most people
abilities, you can do well on a test that is longer than it is
are when they get to school, you are not going to be able to
difficult.
remember anything you studied.
My first tip, and arguably the most important tip, is to study
Another very important part about preparing for midterms is
what your teachers give you, or focus your study on what they
keeping organized. By having an organized pile of study tools,
tell you to. This is a relatively foolproof method to get a good
and a plan of action, studying will be far less overwhelming and
grade, because even if a teacher makes the test difficult, they
stressful.
are not going to try to misguide you, and all of the info they
The fourth tip is to not overthink things. Do not over exert
provide is going to help you.
yourself when studying, because it will not do you any good.
The next tip is to not do all of your studying in a small
Stuffing your head with information that most likely will not
amount of time, doing around 30 minutes to an hour is the max
appear on the test is counterproductive. Study smart, not long.
that you should do in one day. Doing that will make the things
I hope that some of these tips can help you pass one of the
you relearn easier to remember, plus it is just more convenient
most important tests you will take that year. Just remember,
time wise.
study hard and sleep hard.

MIXED BAG

Attention All Underclassmen: Get the Real Tea
Advice for the Lost Freshman
MIKAYLA GOFF SENIOR STAFF REPORTER
Senior year. Much like your freshman year, filled with a look back, you will only regret the things you didn't do.
million emotions and very high expectations. But this time with Everything is a choice, so make it a fun one.
one very big decision. A decision that will impact the rest of your
No matter if it’s your first year of high school or your last,
journey...
make every single moment count.
What are you doing after high school? You will get asked this
question by anyone and everyone all of the time.
WHAT TO EXPECT:
The “last lap” as I like to call it is filled with so many fun
o Everyone will ask you all the time where
things on the agenda. But let's get real, high school is just one
you are going to college.
big four year audition for college; all of your hard work, time
o
Stressing out about college applications.
commitment and maybe even tears into a list of classes all for a
o Feeling overjoyed when you get
university to look at a piece of paper, to tell you if you’re good
enough or not. But with the process of college don’t stress about
accepted.
it too much because, wherever you’re meant to go, you will go.
o Feeling like the world is going to end if
So be very open minded when deciding, do not limit yourself on
you get denied.
where you want to go or what you want to do. Also, it's a lot of
o
Senioritis will kicks in faster than you
money if you’re applying to a lot of schools, so only apply to
think.
places you could really see yourself at.
Now, even if you’re a freshman and you think senior year is
o You will be busy… all the time.
so far away, trust me, before you know it, that biology test will
o It will be over in a blink of an eye.
o ADVICE:
turn into a college application, selfies become senior pictures,
and your jersey will turn into a graduation gown… All with one
o No matter how over it you are, grades
blink of an eye.
still matter.
With all this being said, take advantage of every moment:
o Apply to colleges “early action”
the good times and the bad. There is no rewind button, so when
o Visit a lot of different schools
you’re continuing forward, go. If there is a play, go. If your
o Try and participate in as much as
friends invite you to something, go. Never give up an
opportunity to miss out on some memories. Because when you
possible

o Take the SAT/ACT multiple times

What Really Grinds My Gears: Sleep Edition
Alarm Clocks Never Fail to “Tick” Me Off
ELLA KASPEROWICZ STAFF REPORTER
Have you ever had the perfect dream, where everything goes since sixth grade. That means I’ve heard it go off a total of
your way? You never want to wake up, and something exciting around 900 times. Trust me, after five years of listening to the
is about to happen. Suddenly, you hear a loud, persisting ring same alarm clock, you’d despise it as much as I do.
and you wake up with a jolt. It’s your alarm clock, letting you
However, my alarm clock helps me very much. I know for a
know it’s time to start your day. I, for one, cannot stand the fact that I would not be able to wake up on my own for school
annoying and unpleasant noise my alarm clock makes. I hate the each morning. Without it, I’d be late to school. Also, while I hate
noise so bad, I can’t even listen to it in a T.V. commercial.
the noise it makes, it is loud, which is helpful. If it wasn’t loud,
The reason why I hate it so much is because it is related to then I probably wouldn’t wake up. If my alarm clock doesn’t
negativity. The only time I use my alarm clock is to wake up for wake me up, there’s no point in having one, right?
school. Therefore, I hear the same noise every morning Monday
While I may loathe my alarm clock, I have to admit that it is
through Friday. So, it’s almost guaranteed to get annoying after useful. Without it, I’d be sleeping while time is ticking away.
a few weeks. Plus, I have been using the same alarm clock ever

Did you know…
Our needley favorite, the Christmas tree, doesn’t need to be thrown away every year,
some parts are edible including the needles themselves which are a source of Vitamin C!
Get more fun facts like this @ https://www.thefactsite.com/

Blast from the past
Documenting A Decade: Remembering the Good Ole’ days
LIZZI MONTANTI STAFF REPORTER
As 2020 begins, 2019 ends. Leaving 2019 behind is quite a bittersweet moment, as it is the last year of this decade. Rather than
drafting up a list of New Year’s Resolutions, many are distracted by the thought of the start of a new decade. What will the future
bring us? Before we plunge into a new era of trends, and culture, here are a few highlights of this past decade.
Fashion: Putting low-rise jeans out of style is a major accomplishment of this decade. Instead, high waisted jeans are the new
denim trend for girls. This has led to the revival of mom jeans, jean skirts, boyfriend jeans, and even bellbottoms--one of many
revived trends from the 70s. Leggings and UGG boots were a staple in 2010 fashion--as well as bedazzled clothes from Justice.
Lastly, we will never forget the “VSCO Girl” look, which typically involves puka shell necklaces, long t-shirts, scrunchies, and
white Vans. There were countless new trends that came and went throughout this decade.
TV shows: Maybe you enjoyed watching your favorite show on Disney or Nickelodeon after
school. Perhaps you would unwind after a long day with an episode of Friends, cried over The
Bachelor, or laugh with your friends at The Office. There will always be that one show. The show
that you could watch for hours on end, or even multiple times. With the spread of Netflix and
Hulu, there was a show for everyone this decade.
Music: I believe that the new country-rap genre is what is most memorable from this decade of
music. In addition, music circulation evolved from the radio and iPods to streaming apps like
Spotify or Apple Music. Here are the #1 songs from 2010-2019, according to Billboard.com:
2010

2011

2012

Tik Tok by
Ke$ha

Rolling
in the
Deep by
Adele

Somebody
that I
used to
know by
Gotye

2013

2014

Blurred
Lines by
Robin
Thicke

Happy by
Pharell
Williams

2015

2016

Uptown
Funk by
Mark
Ronson

Love
Yourself
by Justin
Beiber

2017

2018

Shape Of
You by Ed
Sheeran

God’s
Plan by
Drake

2019
Bad Guy
by Billie
Eilish

Books: The most popular book in each year, according to goodreads.com.
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Mockingjay
by Suzanne
Collins

Divergent
by
Veronica
Roth

The Fault
in Our
Stars by
John Green

Allegiant
by
Veronica
Roth

All the
Light
We
Cannot
See by
Anthony
Doerr

The Girl
on the
Train by
Paula
Hawkins

Harry
Potter and
the Cursed
Child by
John
Tiffany

Little Fires
Everywhere
by Celeste
Ng

Educated
by Tara
Westover

The Silent
Patient by
Alex
Michaelides

Movies: The most popular movie of each year, according to boxofficemojo.com
2010

2011

Toy
Harry Potter
Story and the
3
Deathly
Hallows:
Part 2

2012

2013

2014

The
Avengers

Iron Man
3

Guardians
of the
Galaxy

2015

2016

Jurassic
World

Finding
Dory

2017
Star Wars:
The Last
Jedi

2018
Black
Panther

2019
Avengers:
Endgame

THIS AND THAT
What REALLY Grinds my Gears
MARA HOPF STAFF REPORTER
If you say “quarter till” or “5 after” I’m going to have to stop
you right there. That is NOT what I asked. I asked what time it
is, saying something like “Oh, it's a quarter till” I’m sorry bubs,
but I do not know what you’re talking about. Quarter till what?
One? Two? Elaborate please? Or, you could just ANSWER my
question. In conclusion, you no longer have my respect. Good
day.
We all know those people whose personality is saying stuff
like “lol” or “omg” etc. after everything. And I’m not talking
about over text, I mean IRL. If you are having a conversation
with someone then please use actual words. Please.
OH- if you say “k” or even worse “k.” I don’t like you. Sorry
not sorry. Do not ever speak to me ever again. Goodbye. It might
honestly be one of the most disrespectful things you could say to
a person. At least have the decency to say an actual word to
someone, rather than a single letter.
o Cheesy pickup lines are cringe, and they gross me out.
o The word “moist” like really, you can’t find another
word to use?
o When someone has uneven sweatshirt strings. Just fix
it. Thankyou.
o People who post “dhmu” on their stories, or “someone
send me a paragraph *crying emojis*”
o Being interrupted
Now that I’ve gotten a few of my pet-peeves out of the way,
here are some more responses to the question “What really grinds
your gears?”
Freshman Ava Haley hates when the “pizza crust is too crispy”
Junior Mikayla Melby “When people walk too slow or take
up the entire hallway”
Freshman Becca Caplan “People who talk about someone
and then goes to be their BFF”
Freshman Jasmine Christner “People who chew with their
mouths open”
Freshman Lani Piekutowski “People”
Freshman Nick King “When people walk slowly in the
hallway”
Freshman Kaitlyn Lubinsky “Greek yogurt”
Freshman Rylee Branscum “People who eat crunchy peanut
butter”
Senior Joslyn Hostetler “When people leave trash in my car”
Freshman Rachel Watson “When people talk over me”
Frau Petro “People who drive slow in front of me”
Freshman Aiden Tobin “Random questionnaires”
Freshman Kyle Pritchard “Paper cuts”
Sophomore Hwancun “Fake people”
Freshman Eamon McGuire “When someone’s pencil
squeaks”
Sophomore Ethan Sullivan “Girls who post ‘you’re fake if…’
or all of their unnecessary drama on their stories”
Freshman Dante Cruz “When people start beef with me but
they don’t do anything about it”

Midway Movie Review:
My thoughts on the
newest WWII movie
THE NOLAN KIRSCH SENIOR STAFF REPORTER
I got the chance to go see the newest World War II movie
Midway opening weekend. It was a very interesting visual
experience to say the least. I would warn you about spoilers
but I think everyone knows who ends up winning the war,
so there really is not anything to be spoiled. The movie is
about the battle of Midway which was a key point in the
second World War. After the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor
the U.S. was distraught and declared war on the Japanese,
and this is where Midway comes into play. It took place
about six months after the attack on Pearl Harbor and this is
where the Japanese would fall to the U.S. It was considered
a turning point in the war and the rest is history.
The movie, overall, was pretty good. It was action packed
and had a fair amount of known actors in it. Some of them
being, Woody Harleson, Patrick Wilson, and Nick Jonas.
The beginning of the movie where you see Pearl Harbor
being bombed was impactful. It was a crazy sight to see a
bunch of planes flying by and above these enormous ships,
and attacking them. It got you warmed up to the action
ahead. I would say about ninety percent of the movie was
just watching planes shoot at other planes and bomb ships.
Don’t get me wrong; it was definitely cool too watch this
happen, but it got repetitive. The movie was about two hours
and 15 minutes long so watching planes do the same thing
for about an hour and half of the movie was starting to get
boring. Action scenes are supposed to be the suspenseful
part of movies that you are waiting to see, but Midway kind
of kills that feeling in a way because that is all it is, action
scenes for the most part.
In the end this movie was a decent movie. It was action
packed like I said, but lacked an overall story. I am aware
that it was based off of a moment in history, so it can be
difficult to create a strong story around the events that took
place. But, I feel like they could have done a better job at
giving us a better main character to follow. Overall, Kirsch
rates this movie 5.83/10.

HAVE YOU SEEN A GREAT
FILM? CONTACT A RAMPAGE
REPROTER TO GIVE US THE
SCOOP!

GET INTO THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT
Christmas Music: Best Songs to Get You in Spirit
ELLA KASPEROWICZ STAFF REPORTER
December, the month that always gets related back to the most joyful season of the year. Along with it comes the music. I think
we would all agree that Christmas music is half the fun of the holiday season. Music plays a big part in the Christmas celebration,
and everyone who listens gets that jolly feeling that makes you love Christmas more than you already do. That’s why I’m here to
give you the most popular Christmas songs, according to Reader’s Digest.

10. It’s the Most Wonderful Time of the Year by Andy Williams
This song was recorded in 1963 and has ranked in the top 10 since 2010.

9. Santa Baby by Eartha Kitt
This hit was recorded ten years earlier than “It’s the Most Wonderful Time of the Year” and sold a total of 500,000 copies.
8. Winter Wonderland by Michael Bublé.
The Canadian singer covered this song in 2013 and became one of the most popular versions. Covers were also made by Frank
Sinatra and Elvis Presley.
7. Let It Snow, Let It Snow, Let It Snow by Dean Martin.
Surprisingly, this Christmas song was written in 1945 during a July heatwave, hoping to cool down.
6. Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas by Judy Garland.
Written in 1944, this tune was one of the most popular performed Christmas songs.

5. Sleigh Ride by The Ronettes
Since sang in 1963, it has topped the Billboard Holiday 100 almost every year.

4. The Christmas Song (Merry Christmas to You) by Nat King Cole.
Commonly known as “Chestnuts Roasting on an Open Fire”, this song was recorded in 1946 and inducted into the Grammy Hall
of Fame in 1974.
3. O Holy Night by Josh Groban.
Known to be one of the most popular Christmas songs ever made, it was sung in 2002. However, it was composed in 1847 in
France.

2. All I Want for Christmas is You by Mariah Carey
Recorded in 1994, this Christmas hit has been the go-to song for twenty years.

1. White Christmas by Bing Crosby
This song was written in 1942, and became the bestselling single of all time, with over 100 million copies sold worldwide.

Opinion
Anniversaries to Remember: Celebrations from This Year
JOSH PALKO SENIOR STAFF REPORTER
This past year, I’ve been mostly writing about anniversaries for
things I enjoy, like horror movies and rock albums. The anniversaries
celebrated music, movies, and TV shows from years ending with a 4
or a 9. Since the year is now coming to a close and only so few
Rampage issues will be left for the year, this article will collect all
anniversaries I would’ve written about but were either not as widely
known or I couldn’t write a full article about. Here are some
anniversaries I would’ve written about this year if I had the chance:
Powerslave by Iron Maiden: If there was one anniversary I wish I
wrote in full this year, this would’ve been it. In 1984, Iron Maiden
released their monster of an album known as Powerslave. The album
contains all classics and is a great listen from start to finish. In my
opinion, this may be their best album. After this album released, Iron
Maiden then pursued a massive world tour with 189 dates, lasting for
about a full year. The reason why I didn’t write about this is that many
people may not know about this album and band, but I have a deep
love for both.
Defenders of the Faith by
Judas Priest: Another big
anniversary for me this year was
for Judas Priest’s classic album
Defenders of the Faith. Also
released in 1984, this album
kicks it out of the park with
great metal songs from the gods
of metal themselves. From
classic song to classic songs, the
album doesn’t disappoint with
its varying styles, the dueling
guitars of K.K. Downing and
Glenn Tipton, and soaring
vocals of lead singer, Rob
Halford. A big recommendation
for those interested in metal and
what the genre has to offer. Like
with Powerslave, I felt like this
album isn’t as widely known so
I kept it in the backlog of
anniversaries.
Ghostbusters: I could have done this anniversary for Halloween
but I decided to write about Nightmare on Elm Street. This classic
comedy horror hybrid stars Bill Murray, Dan Akroyd, Rick Moranis,
and Sigourney Weaver, a powerhouse of actors. Ghostbusters left a
huge legacy of sequels, reboots, and various references in pop culture.
The film is still as enjoyable and funny as it was back in 1984.
Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark: This was the one
that started it all. Harrison Ford’s portrayal of the title character is one
of the most recognizable characters in film and pop culture. Indiana’s
battle with the Nazi’s began in 1984 with the search for the Ark of the
Covenant. Memorable scenes, iconic characters, and quotable lines,
this movie has it all. Not much else I can say about this classic,
honestly. The adventure starts here for one of the most unforgettable
stories in movie history.
1984 by Van Halen: 1984 was a great year for rock and metal. Van
Halen’s 1984 launched itself on the music scene and told us that Van
Halen is not slowing down. Even with the new inclusion of
synthesizers, the album still rocks with Eddie Van Halen’s guitar
playing, his brother Alex’s drumming, and the pure energy of front
man David Lee Roth. This album is up there for Van Halen’s greats

and is great for everyone of all musical experience. Honestly, I only
forgot to write about this album because I wanted to write about other
anniversaries and this one was forgotten over the past months.
Out of the Cellar by Ratt: I may be alone on this opinion, but I
love Ratt. They are one of my favorite Glam Metal bands along with
Motley Crue and Def Leppard. This album may be one of their best.
Released in 1984, Ratt’s debut album kicks off the band’s career in
full force as a powerhouse in Glam. From classic Ratt tunes like
Round and Round, Wanted Man, and Back for More, this album has
something for anyone willing to listen to this magnum opus of Ratt’s
career. Like most other entries on this list, I both forgot about this
anniversary or I thought it was too niche for the public audience.
Overkill by Motorhead: Recently nominated for the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame, Motorhead released Overkill back in 1979, one
year before their classic album Ace of Spades. From the frantic title
track to the bluesy Damage Case, the album contains various styles of
rock and metal for anyone to enjoy. The power trio of guitarist “Fast”
Eddie Clark, drummer Phil
“Filthy Animal” Taylor, and
legendary bassist and vocalist
Lemmy Kilmister make their
chemistry and musicianship well
known in this album. Motorhead
may not be for everyone, but if
you want to shake things up a
bit, give this album a listen.
Pet Semetary: This
adaptation of Stephen King’s
novel stays fairly true to its
source material. The movie is
about a family finds a cemetery
near their house that can bring
the dead back to life. But, as we
soon find out, not everything
that comes back from the dead is
friendly. The story is a tale
about death and how we need to
let things go, but tells it in true
horror. According to their
neighbor Jud, “Sometimes, dead is better!” A recent adaptation was
released earlier this year, but you might as well just watch this
adaptation instead.
Forrest Gump: Probably one of Tom Hank’s most iconic
performances celebrates 25 years. I didn’t delve much in the 90’s this
year with anniversaries but this may be the most influential thing from
the 90’s that celebrated an anniversary this year. Forrest Gump has it
all, memorable characters, many quotable lines, and many tear jerking
moments. Honestly, I don’t have much to say about this movie. If you
haven’t seen this movie yet, you’re really missing out.
That’s all I wrote about without making this too long. I could’ve
written about other anniversaries including The Matrix, Seinfeld,
Friends, Skid Row’s self titled album, Dokken’s Tooth and Nail, The
Offspring’s Smash, and Pink Floyd’s Wish You Were Here. The
anniversaries above are just a few of the many anniversaries I
could’ve written about. So, if you wanted to see what movies, albums,
and TV shows celebrated an anniversary this year, look them up. I still
got some ideas for the remainder of the year but, until then, this will
keep your anniversary fill.

The holiday struggle
The Truth about Santa: Finding out Santa Is Not Real
How to Handle it With Care
ARNOLDO OLSSON SENIOR STAFF REPORTER
Every year, thousands of kids await the coming of Santa
Your kid needs to find out earlier in order for them to get
Claus. They ponder whether they made the nice list instead of used to the idea. A better scenario is how Mrs. Harshman
the naughty list, and what type of presents they got. Kids will managed to tell her 8-year-old son, Elijah, about Santa. Elijah
place a tray of cookies along with a glass of cold milk. These was a curious boy, and he went on his own investigation for the
rituals are all part of our childhood,
truth. When he uncovered
but sooner or later, the time comes for
everything, he didn't react
“If you are planning to let the truth loose,
children to find out the truth about
negatively or lash out. While
you must be gentle and understanding. Do
Santa. This is almost always the job
disappointed, Elijah soon realized
not be a Grinch and blurt it out
of a parent, who have to face the
he had a bigger duty, the job to
despair in their child’s face when they
keep the secret from his younger
insignificantly.”
tell him the big red man isn’t real.
sister. This scenario worked out
Some take it lightly, but some do not.
because Elijah wasn't too old to
-Arnoldo Olsson
The worst possible scenario could
reject the idea, but not too young
be my older cousin, for example. When my Aunt and Uncle told to not believe it.
her, she went into denial for a week, refusing to speak to her
If you are planning to let the truth loose, you must be gentle
parents and almost causing a meltdown during Christmas and understanding. Do not be a Grinch and blurt it out
Day. She was 11 at the time. I believe the reason for the insignificantly. Kids have feelings too. At the end of the day,
meltdown was because she had gone her whole life believing in what comes down is whether YOU’RE ready to give Santa up.
this idea that by saying it wasn't real it caused her software to By telling your kid the truth, you are coming full circle from
suppress the thought. While she was still young, 11 was still when you found out about Santa’s non-existence. This in turn
quite old for her to find out. She had gone on believing for too will feel like a huge moment in development and bonding with
long.
your child. Do this, and enjoy the Holidays.

Real or Artificial Christmas Trees Which do you Prefer?
Nearly 36 million families will be buying
live Christmas trees this year, according to
the American Christmas Tree Association.
The families who opt for an artificial tree
will dish out about $948 million in total just
to deck their halls. According to USA
Today, 95 million people use fake trees, but
why? Mainly because it’s less of a mess and
it’s not $50 or more out of your pocket each
year. Yes, the citrus smell is amazing but is
that worth all the hassle of cutting down the
tree, loading it on your car and having to
clean up the needles every morning? Maybe
it is for some people, but for myself I am not
sure.
Ever since my first Christmas, I have
always had an artificial tree. My mom grew
up with live trees and my dad grew up with
fake. Every year I see more and more people
post on Instagram about their marvelous trip
to the Christmas Tree farm. Seeing these
posts and constantly hearing about how
amazing the experience is, has made me
want to experience it myself. In doing so, I
asked my parents if we could cut down a
live Christmas tree. In my mind the tree did
not have to be some gianormas tree that was

ABBY LANE COPYWRITER EDITOR
8 ft tall and 80 pounds. In all honesty I
would be happy with a small Christmas tree,
like The Charlie Brown’s Christmas tree.
Two Sundays ago my family went to
Goldscheitter Christmas Tree Farm. This is
not your typical Christmas tree farm. It's not
out in the middle of the woods and it’s not
large either, but the trees were most
certainly beautiful. When my family visited
the farm they were only selling Blue Spruce
at the time. The farm had a wide variety of
trees including Blue Spruce, Fraser Fir,
Concolor Fir, Canaan Fir, and the Norway
Spruce, all smelling deliciously sweet. The
owner, Tom Goldscheitter, buys his
seedlings from Morgantown, West Virginia
for about $2-$3 apiece. It takes a Christmas
tree at least 7 to 10 years to grow before it
can be sold. This past spring/summer
Goldscheitter Farms lost at least 1000 little
seedlings due to rainy weather and
Goldscheitter had to replant all the little
trees setting the farm back a bit. Sales seem
to be picking up and the farm receives good
reviews from his buyers. Goldschietters has
a 4.6 star review and comes up second when
“Christmas tree farms near me” searched.

The trees are $8 a foot, which is low-priced
compared to other places which will charge
you $10 to $12 a foot.
The farm has precut trees that buyers can
grab and go but I wanted the true experience
of cutting down a tree. The tree I chose was
a small tree at only 5ft tall and maybe 30
pounds. Although the tree smells of citrus,
the tree is decorated beautifully and the
experience was something not to be
forgotten. I made the decision that I like
artificial trees better. The mess of the tree is
ridiculous. I’m constantly sweeping up the
needles and watering to make sure the tree
doesn't die. When decorating the tree I kept
saying “Oww” because the needles are very
pointy but overall I love the little tree I
brought home. I would say that
Goldscheitter Christmas Tree Farms is a
true Christmas gem.

REAL OR FAKE? WHAT ARE YOUR
THOUGHTS, PR? CONTACT A
RAMPAGE REPORTER!

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT
Rammy Returns: Teacher Takes on a Different Perspective as Mascot
LIZZI MONTANTI STAFF REPORTER & MRS. HARSHMAN, JOURNALISM TEACHER
Mrs. Harshman is no longer just the
Honors English 9, Yearbook, and
Journalism teacher; she can now also say
she was the Ram Mascot.
Though PR has recently lacked
appearances from the Ram Mascot at
football and basketball games commonly
known as “Rammy,” Harshman said she
volunteered to fill that void, and she may
have started a new trend. Imagine having
Rammy at every football game, or even
supporting other sports teams. Any
student or teacher who would like to
volunteer to don the Ram Mascot
costume need only contact Principal Mrs.
Bowman to find out more information.
The idea first came to Harshman early
on in this year’s football season when she
and her family were attending the first
home football game.
“’Where’s the Ram?,’ I asked myself,”
Harshman wondered.
She kept on wondering as she attended
another home game, and still no
appearance from the Ram.
“’Could I be the Ram?,’ I asked myself
the following week at school,” Harshman
said.
Once Harshman received permission
from Principal Mrs. Bowman to be the

Rammy posing with Principal
Mrs. Bowman. Photo by
Cait Howard.

Ram for the last home game against North
Allegheny, the planning began.
“I started making plans the first week
of October to be the Ram,” Harshman
explained. “Waiting to BE the actual Ram
was one of the hardest parts; I was so
excited to get out on the field and have
some fun,” she said.
Rammy AKA Mrs. Harshman kept her
identity a secret until the Friday, October
25 home football game against North
Allegheny. The only person who knew it
was her was sophomore Cait Howard.
Harshman, along with the help of Chief
Gasparetto, secretly selected Howard to
help Rammy walk around on the field,
making sure she didn’t fall down or bump
into anyone or anything since it was so
difficult to see while inside the costume.
But walking around wasn’t the only
challenge Harshman faced as the Ram
that night.
She said one of her biggest fears was
bringing PR bad luck by being there as the
Ram; however, that didn’t happen as PR
beat NA.
To better prepare for the night as
Rammy, Harshman said she watched
videos on how to be a good mascot.
At the game she danced around with
the student section and the band, posed
for photos and really got the crowd
going.
“Lots of middle school students kept
wanting to get selfies with me,”
Harshman said. “And each time I’d pose
with them, I found myself smiling, even
though no one could see it was me
through the costume. That part was really
funny overall. I didn’t predict how much
fun I would have. I loved every minute of
it,” she said.
However, “I called it quits after
halftime,” she said. “It wasn’t easy to be
the Ram. The entire suit was quite heavy
and hard to move around in; I felt like I
had spent two hours in a sauna,” she said.
Though the October night was chilly,
she said she was roasting in the costume
as the night progressed.
She said she enjoyed running around
on the field and doing popular dance
moves such as “the woah” and “the
floss.”

Mrs. Harshman moments before
walking out on the field as Rammy.
Photo by Cait Howard.
“I know I didn’t do all those dance
moves justice,” Harshman explained. “I
tried my best, and tried to have a fun time;
it was easy to do since no one knew it was
me. When some of my students from the
band or the student section would run up
to me for a high five, I thought that was
really funny because it was like, ‘Hey,
I’m your English teacher, and you don’t
even know it,” Harshman said.
Mrs. Harshman kept her identity in the
Ram a secret; not even the student section
leaders knew who it was. PRTV offered a
PR sweatshirt or sweatpants to anyone
who could correctly guess who the Ram
was the following week at school.
No one guessed it right.
At the end of the week it was revealed
during the morning announcements that
Mrs. Harshman was the Ram.
“I am really happy I had the
opportunity to show my school spirit.
Sophomore Cait Howard was a huge help
to me at the game; she led me around the
field really well, and every time one of
her friends would ask, ‘Cait, who’s the
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Ram,’ Cait would just smile, play along,
and respond, ‘I don’t know…it’s just
Rammy!’”
Harshman said she volunteered to be
the Ram for several reasons, but mostly
because it looked like so much fun.
“I remember spotting the Ram
walking around on the field during
games years ago, and it was always a fun
mystery to think about, ‘Who’s the
Ram?,’” said Harshman.
Part of Harshman’s inspiration to be
the Ram for the night came from
Principal Mrs. Bowman.
“A few years ago Mrs. Bowman put
on the Ram costume during a pep rally,
and when she revealed it was her in front
of the students, everyone was so
surprised and happy. That little surprise
brought a lot of joy to everyone. I
thought that was really special,”
Harshman said.
Ultimately Harshman said she wanted
to be the Ram to bring it to everyone’s
attention that there wasn’t a Ram.
“I think the Ram Mascot is great, but
not so great if no one’s out there on the
field—I hope my positive experience
shows students (and teachers) that
anyone can take on the challenge of
being the Ram for a game, whether it is
this basketball season, or next year’s
football season, or any other sporting
event. We are all the ‘Ram’ in a sense,
part of the PR family.”
After it was revealed that Mrs.
Harshman was the Ram, a student
volunteered to be the Ram at the pep
rally in November, and another student
volunteered to be the Ram at the last
football game.
Anyone else interested in being the
Ram may contact Mrs. Bowman.
“Being the Ram is about brining joy to
everyone you see,” Harshman said. “And
what could be more fun than that?”

Brief History:
How did mascots come
about?
According
to
todayifoundout.com,
mascots first appeared at
sports events as a good
luck charm in the 1880s.
The Dickson Baseball
Dictionary explains that
the first famous use of a
mascot appeared in an
1883 issue of The
Sporting Life about a boy
called “Chic.”
“The players pin their
faith to (Chic’s) luckbringing qualities,” said
The Sporting Life. Chic
was known for carrying
players’ bats around and
running errands for the
team. Most importantly,
he was a good luck
charm.
The word “mascot”
was first popularized by
the 1880s French Opera
called “La Mascotte” by
Edmond Audran. The
opera was about an
Italian farmer who was
struggling to grow crops.
He then met a woman
named Bettina who acted
as the farmer’s good luck
charm, which suddenly
helped his crops grow.
Harshman certainly
brought PR luck on
October 25 as we won
42-14. The football team
just beat NA in playoffs
with a score of 49-14.
This qualified them to
play Central Catholic at
the Heinz stadium on
Saturday, November 16
in the WPIAL game.

GOT A COOL STORY? TELL US
ABOUT IT! CONTACT A
RAMPAGE REPORTER!

Senior Student Section Leader Kyle Polce gives
Rammy a high five during the 10/25/19 game.
Photo by Cait Howard.

SENIORS: Attention all
Seniors. An email has been
sent to all seniors with regard
as to how your name is to
appear on your high school
diploma. Fill in your first,
middle and last name. It must
be your legal name, as it
appears on your birth
certificate. Please respond by
January 10th. After that date,
the name we have in our
system is what will be used.
Any questions, please see Mrs.
Morrow in the principal’s
office.

PR LOCAL
PR Boys Basketball
2020 Vision
Take a look at the 2020-2021 school year
Upcoming Season
NICK GUIDAS SENIOR STAFF REPORTER
Last year, the Rams only made it to the WPIAL playoffs and
lost. So, this year the Rams have a chip on their shoulder and are
determined to take the WPIAL title.
The starters as of now are Logan Murray (senior), Kyle Polce
(senior), Joey Petcash (junior), and Levi Wentz (senior). As you
can see, the starting five is senior heavy, meaning that the Rams
are an experienced ball squad. Senior guard Kyle Polce said, “I
think we are ready to go this year with a solid team. As long as
we stick to our game, we will be golden.”
A majority of their games are away games. This means that
The Mob must be dedicated and come out to away games. A
student section is very different during basketball season. We are
much closer to the players than we are during football season.
This means that everything that we say can be heard by the
players. So, with that being said, it is much easier to get into the
players heads. It is much harder to make a shot when a pack of
students are yelling in your face.
Overall, the boys are looking to have a big season. If you are
a student, consider coming to a game and supporting the Rams.

Attitude of Gratitude
Giving thanks to the things that matter
STEVEN LEMCHAK STAFF REPORTER
Here’s the part where things get sappy. I’m thankful for
my friends. Yes, yes, I know it’s a cliche, but the truth is the
truth. They’re the people that can get me through the roughest
times, make me smile, laugh, and overall just not hate
everything. They’ve been an influence for me since I was a
young age.
For the past few years, a lot has happened. They were the
ones to get me through it. Whether it be the excessive
hugging, or just taking my mind off things with a day out, the
point is they were there when no one else could be because I
am a very stubborn child.
Let this be a lesson to you, friends are everything. Even if
it’s probably the weirdest friendship you’ve ever had, or their
like your big sister, they care about you, you care about them,
and all is well. They’re the ones that tell you to break a leg to
telling someone you like them, or a knee in some cases, or
the ones that tell you to buy them Starbucks.
Friends fight for you; they want you in their lives. Older,
younger, it doesn’t matter. I will forever be thankful for my
friends.

WHAT ARE YOU THANKFUL FOR, PR?
CONTACT A RAMPAGE REPORTER TO TELL
US THE GOOD NEWS!

LIZZI MONTANTI STAFF REPORTER
The PR school board approved and released the 20202021 academic calendar at the school board meeting held
on December 9th. Here’s what it looks like:
Aug. 26, 2020 - First day of school for students
Sept. 7, 2020 - Labor Day (No school)
Oct. 30, 2020 - In-service day (No school for students)
Nov. 2, 2020 - Parent/Teacher Conference Day (No
school for students)
Nov. 3, 2020 - Parent/Teacher Conference Day (No school
for students)
Nov. 26-30, 2020 - Thanksgiving break (No school)
Dec. 24-Jan. 3, 2021 - Winter break (No school)
Jan. 18, 2021 - In-service & Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
(No school for students)
Feb. 15, 2021 - No school
Feb. 16, 2021 - In-Service day (No school for students)
March 29-April 4, 2021 – Spring Break (No School)
April 5, 2021 - In-Service/Clerical Day (No School for
Students)*
May 31, 2021 - Memorial Day (No School)
June 7, 2021 - Seniors last day
June 9, 2021 - Last day for students K-11 (Half Day)
June 11, 2021 - Graduation
*Emergency make-up days include: Feb. 15, Feb. 16,
April 5, June 10 & June 11, 2021
End of Quarter 1: Oct. 26, 2020
End of Quarter 2: Jan. 25, 2021
End of Quarter 3: Mar. 26, 2021
End of Quarter 4: Jun. 9, 2021
*These dates could be affected based off of the number
of make-up days needed*
All information and more regarding the PR 2020-2021
calendar can be found on the PR website.

BASKETBALL GAMES FYI:
Thurs, Dec 19
Girls Basketball @ Butler
@ 7:30 p.m.
Fri, Dec 20
Boys Basketball @ Seneca
Valley @ 7:30 p.m.

Rampage
RAMPAGE STAFF

Drawing by MAGGIE ENGLISH
STAFF REPORTER
(+Stuff a bus cartoon on front page)

A Note from the Editor
Hello Rampage readers! I hope you enjoyed this issue of
the Rampage, and that you pick it up again next week! If
you have any interest in contributing to the Rampage,
you can! If you are interested in freelance writing, or
giving any suggestions to the staff, email Mrs. Harshman
at lharshman@pinerichland.org. We would love to hear
your opinions! I hope everyone has an amazing holiday
full of fun, and I hope to see you again next week.
– Editor Maddie Jewart

Quote of the Week
“Holidays are such a great opportunity
to focus on bringing the family
together.”
Lidia Bastianich
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The RAMPAGE is a
student-created publication
of Pine-Richland High
School, 700 Warrendale
Road, Gibsonia, PA 15044.
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is written by students, for
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every attempt to report all
school-related news. We
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This Week’s Homeroom
Attendance Winners
Homeroom 31:
Mrs. Hough
Homeroom
101:
Ms.
Scherer
Homeroom
306:
Mrs.
Caruso
Homeroom
408:
Mrs.
Murray
Homeroom 427: Mr. Riley

